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Abstract

What mechanism links climate change and social change? Palaeoanthropological analysis of human remains suggests that abrupt climate change is linked to societal restructuring, but it has been challenging to reliably identify the exact mechanisms underlying this relationship. Here we identify one potential mechanism that can link climate to behavior change, and underpins many of the reported findings on social restructuring. Specifically, we show that daily weather is linked to human planning behavior, and this effect is moderated by climate. Our results demonstrate that as weather gets colder, humans increase their planning in cold regions and decrease planning in warm regions. Since planning has previously been linked to group efficiency, cooperation, and societal organization, our work suggests planning is one mechanism that can link climate change to societal restructuring.

Introduction

How does climate change shape human culture and society? Evidence suggests that the answer is related to human physiological and psychological change caused by the situated weather, which, in the long term, is believed to affect local human behavioral patterns to form culture-shaping habits or personality. In this study, we refer to climate as the long-term pattern of average weather conditions of a region, season as the annual changes, and weather as the daily changes observed in a region. Evidence has associated weather conditions, like temperature, sunshine, humidity and wind speed, to the changes of human pathology [1], mood and cognition status [2–4], as well as the tendency for crime [5,6] and suicides [7,8]. However, such research on daily weather changes does not address how humans’ situated response to weather evolves into a more persistent pattern of behavior and ultimately culture. For instance, a paradox is that if daily weather changes lead to a particular behavior (warm weather leads to violence) that in turn becomes a regional culture (people tend to be more violent), this behavior pattern will eventually perpetuate independently (e.g. these people become more violent than others independent of weather), thus conflicting with the original assumption. This limitation has partly led to a decline of environmental determinism in explaining climatic effect on human society since 1940s. However, even if scientists remain unclear on how climate change alters human society, social scientists are increasingly discovering new evidence linking weather and human behaviors, such as sunshine and rainfall to stock buying [9–11] and consumer decisions [12–14].
Interestingly, recent advances in palaeoanthropological analysis on human remains have offered new evidence to justify climatic influence on human society on a macro-level [15–18]. Based on the datasets collected from different periods of human history across different continents, previous research has found that abrupt climate change is linked to societal restructuring [15–18], and climatic change toward warmer temperature and extreme rainfall is associated with the events of human violence and collapse of civilizations [19]. However, despite the availability of this new and robust evidence, it remains unclear how macro-level climate affects individual behavioral to form culture on a micro level. The mechanism linking macro-level climatic influence to micro-level daily human activities remains unknown. Therefore, identifying a mechanism that links climate and weather to societal change is a research priority in science [19].

Unlike environmental determinism that regards human behavior as a passive consequence of the long-term effects of weather, we argue for another possibility: that humans can adapt their behavior to weather based on their knowledge of climate, and in doing so linking weather and climate to societal change.

To this end, we report a large-scale analysis to detect the possible moderating effects of a region’s climate on daily human planning behavior through the use of big data. Planning is linked to individual actions [20], group cooperation [21,22], and societal organization [23,24]. In regions with adverse climate, such as extreme heat or extreme cold, planning would have been a key survival skill for our early ancestors. Thus, understanding the relationship between climate and planning can provide important insights for interpreting the little understood link between increase to temperature, societal unrest, and violence. However, it is challenging to reliably study human planning in relation to climate, because this requires: i) a method to observe and measure planning with external validity, ii) a homogeneous population, and iii) climatic diversity.

Our study overcomes these three challenges by analysing the patterns of service coupons sale across China. We analysed data from Lashou, a Groupon-like website in China that sells coupons for local services such as restaurants, cafes, hairdressers, cinemas, hotels and KTVs (see S1 Text section 1). While typical retail websites sell items that are conveniently delivered to one’s doorstep, Lashou sells coupons that are valid during a specific period and for a specific local business. Therefore, a transaction on Lashou strongly indicates planning response: it reflects a person’s explicit commitment, vested through an up-front financial cost, to visit a particular local business within a specified timeframe in the near future. Furthermore, because the service is available to local Chinese businesses only, it is used by customers in Mainland China who form a genetically homogeneous population [25]. Finally, our data covers 28 cities across China, which exhibit major climatic differences due to their diverse geography.

**Data and Method**

During a 16-month period we recorded 20.5 million transactions publicly announced on Lashou, grossing 1.2 billion CNY (145 million EUR, 201 million USD) across the 28 cities (see S1 Text sections 2 and 10). For each transaction we registered the date and time, price, city, and category of the business providing the service. We also recorded from Wunderground.com daily weather data for all 28 cities as provided by the international airports at each of those cities (see S1 Text section 3). Finally, we used official demographic data provided for each city by the central Chinese government (see S1 Text section 4).

We use Kawamura’s Discomfort Index (DIK) [26] to quantify the daily temperature and humidity in our sample, based on the formula:

\[
DIK = 0.99 \times T + 0.36 \times T_d + 41.5
\]

$T$ is the mean air temperature (°C)

$T_d$ is mean dew point temperature (°C)
Using DIK we classify each day of each city into one of three thermal comfort zones: cold (DIK $< 60$), comfortable ($60 < \text{DIK} < 75$), and hot (DIK $> 75$). The set of dates in the cold zone are defined as the “winter” for each city. We also applied a log transformation to the total daily Lashou transaction value per city to achieve normal distribution. We proceed to analyse the direct effects of DIK on daily transactions, which we argue reflect the level of planning exhibited by residents of each city. The level of sunshine, measured by cloud cover, has been widely reported to alter human decision making and behaviour through altering human mood [10,11], and so we control for it.

The effect of weather and socio-structural factors on planning behaviour

We tested separately the effect of DIK on planning behaviour during comfortable-hot seasons (DIK $> 60$), and comfortable-cold seasons (DIK $< = 75$). A partial correlation analysis between daily DIK and transformed transaction values controlling for the effect of cloud-cover is performed for each city through the use of pcor.test function in R [27]. The analysis for comfortable-hot seasons did not provide significant results (see S1 Text section 5). The analysis for comfortable-cold seasons showed that 24 cities report significant negative effects ($p < 0.05$), 2 cities report significant positive effects (Fig 1), while 2 are not significant (see S1 Text section 6). The effects for 12 of these cities are highly significant ($p < 0.001$).

These significant results suggest that cities respond differently as weather transitions between cold and comfortable seasons: people plan more as the temperature drops in some cities, while in other cities people plan less. We proceed to investigate whether socio-structural or geographical factors can explain these opposite behaviours.

One possible explanation may relate to differences in cities’ societal structures, which lead to regional differences in planning response to cold weather. Therefore, we tested major societal structure variables, including the GDP, population, and GDP per capita (see S1 Text section 7). None of these variables significantly explain the tendency we identified, thus rejecting the socio-structural influence on people’s adaptation of planning response to cold weather.

Explaining climatic influence on daily human behaviour

We next test whether these regional differences can be attributed to climatic or geographic conditions. We investigated three factors attributed to each city: the length of winter (in days), the

![Fig 1. Correlation between temperature and planning activities.](image-url)

Scatterplots show the residuals for DIK (x-axis) versus revenue (y-axis) for each day in our dataset. Each scatterplot shows the data for a single city in our dataset, and reports the correlation coefficient. For each regression line we highlight the 95% CIs. The analysis controls for the effect of cloud cover for each data point. The line graphs show a detailed view of the weather and revenue data for the same 2 cities (Guangzhou and Taiyuan) over time.
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coldest temperature recorded in our 16-month dataset, and latitude. These three are linked since Chinese cities at higher latitude tend to have colder and longer winters.

Our results indicate that residents tend to plan more in cold weather when their city has longer winters (Pearson’s \( \rho = -0.583, p = 0.0011, 95\% \text{ CI} : -0.7851 \text{ to } -0.2679 \) (Fig 2), colder climate (Pearson’s \( \rho = 0.489, p = 0.0083, 95\% \text{ CI} : 0.1415 \text{ to } 0.7289 \)), and higher latitude (Pearson’s \( \rho = -0.502, p = 0.0065, 95\% \text{ CI} : -0.7371 \text{ to } -0.1588 \) (Fig 3). These results are robust: they hold even when we consider those days when DIK is within a common denominator band across all cities (47.95 < DIK < 75) (see S1 Text section 8). Based on our results, if the long-term mean temperature (i.e. climate) of a city increases by 1 degree, its length of winter will decrease by 18.7 days and people’s planning tendency in cold weather will decrease by 1.6%.

The planning tendencies we have observed are consistent with the hypothesis that human planning behaviour has adapted to increase survival rate in cold climate. We found that as weather becomes colder, planning increases in cold regions while it decreases in hot regions. (No significant patterns were found for transitions to hot weather). It is unclear whether this propensity is genetically rooted in human survival during the ice age, or is culturally preserved. However, this finding provides a new way to explain previous research findings on weather’s influence on human behaviour.

Validation of findings on a global scale

We subsequently tested our hypothesis on a global scale: using a second independent dataset that reflects planning response of individuals across 21 cities in 15 nations over a 4-year period. We expected that in cities with cold climate the planning behaviour of residents increases as the weather gets colder, while in cities with hot climate the planning behaviour of residents decreases as the weather gets colder.

To test our hypothesis we analysed data from Alexa.com on the number of online visitors between 2010 and 2013 to websites that provide regional public transport scheduling information (see S1 Text section 9). Our assumption is that a visit to such a website is a strong indicator of planning behaviour, and therefore we argue that as a population’s tendency to plan increases then we would observe increased visits to these transport scheduling websites. Climate data for each city was collected from Worldweatheronline.com. Because Alexa.com only provides the traffic data of top 100.000 independent websites in popularity, this limits our sample size to a selection of 21 cities.

The analysis of the data proceeded as follows. Comfortable months were defined as those months with average high temperature between 20 and 24°C. At most 4 comfortable months are included into the analysis with average high monthly temperature close to 24°C. The selection of 20–24°C was based on the characterization of the range 22–24°C as comfortable [28], and we slightly broaden this range to be 20–24 in order to enlarge the size of comfortable months in some cities and facilitate further analysis. We also consider cold months as those 3 months with the lowest average high temperature that is below 20 degrees. If two months have the same average high temperatures, the one with lower average low temperature is selected. December was excluded from analysis of traffic data in western countries to avoid the possible effect of Christmas. February is not included in the analysis for Asian countries for similar reasons.

Based on the comfortable and cold months identified, we calculated the mean value of their daily traffic and performed an ANOVA test to compare their mean values (see S1 Text section 9). We report the traffic difference divided by the average traffic of comfortable months. For cities with an insignificant difference we assign the value of 0 for the difference.

Traffic difference = (\( \text{Mean}_{\text{comfortable-month traffic}} - \text{Mean}_{\text{cold-month traffic}} \)) / \( \text{Mean}_{\text{comfortable-month traffic}} \)
Fig 2. The effect of winter length (number of days) on planning activities across 28 cities. Each point represents a city in our dataset. For each city we indicate the length of winter defined as the number of days with DIK ≤ 60 (y-axis), the correlation strength as reported in S1 Text figure 1 (x-axis), and the absolute T-value of the correlation (color scale). Blue points represent the cities reporting no significant correlation. The grey area shows the 95% CIs.
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The results support our hypothesis: residents of cities with cold climate increase their visits to public transport websites during cold months, and residents of cities with hot climate decrease their visits to the public transport websites during cold months (Pearson’s ρ = 0.703, p = 0.0004, 95% CI: 0.3907 to 0.8708) (Fig 4). To control our findings against other types of websites that do not reflect planning response, we performed the same analysis for the same cities but considering local government websites, which we expect do not relate to planning behaviour. Our analysis showed no significant effect of climate on the use of those websites (Pearson’s ρ = -0.024, p = 0.917, 95% CI: -0.4510 to 0.4118). These findings lend further support for our hypothesis on climatic effects on planning behaviour.

Discussion

Social scientists are increasingly discovering new evidence linking weather and human behavior, such as sunshine and rainfall to stock buying [9–11] and consumer decisions [12–14]. Similarly, paleoanthropologists have shown that abrupt climate change is linked to societal restructuring [15–18], and climatic change toward warmer temperature and extreme rainfall is associated with the events of human violence and collapse of civilizations [19]. Our work suggests that humans’ planning behaviour may be the link that can reconcile these two sets of previous findings.

Our analysis of planning behaviour—as reflected in the sales of service coupons in China, or visits to public transportation websites across the world—shows that long-term climate primes
our planning response to daily weather. We argue that these findings reconcile weather effects on behaviour and climatic effects on societal change. Planning has been linked to individual actions [20], group cooperation [21,22], and societal organization [23,24]. We expect that in regions with extreme cold, planning would have been a key survival skill for our early ancestors. Thus, our work in identifying the relationship between long-term climate, daily weather and planning is important helping us interpret why increase to temperature has led to societal unrest, and violence. A decrease in planning response can arguably result in lower productivity for individuals, weaker coordination for groups, and reduced social cohesion. We argue, therefore, that these in turn are likely to contribute to social unrest and restructuring linked to climate change [19].

It could be argued that our findings merely reflect browsing habits of modern society. For instance, is it the case that when the weather gets too cold people stay home and browse the web? Our findings suggest otherwise. Our analysis of the traffic data of municipal websites contradicts this assertion, since the analysis shows no link between regional climate and visits to such websites. Thus, it is not the case that our data merely reflects increased Internet usage during adverse weather.

Furthermore, it could be argued that our findings simply reflect consumer habits. For instance, is it the case that when the weather gets too cold in cold places, consumers possibly “take action”? This assertion is not supported by our data either, because we show that in cities with warm climate, when the weather gets cold they actually reduce their online purchases of coupons.

**Conclusion**

Findings from a growing corpus of scientific evidence across multiple disciplines suggest that a change in the environment would exert considerable influence on human behaviour. Climate,
as a dominating environmental factor, has been widely reported to be a factor of human genetic and societal evolution, and, as shown in our study, is still relevant today. Understanding the mechanism linking long-term climate to human behavioural change is vital, and we show that planning response is key to linking these two.

Further, our results provide a new alternative to explain the mechanism underlying climatic effects on human society. Rather than regarding human society as a passive outcome of long-term effect of climate, our results suggest another possibility: people proactively adapt their behaviour to situated weather based on their knowledge of the long-term characteristics of the climate. In other words, people respond to current weather based on their expectation on the future conditions of weather and this process is proactive.
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